CONVOCATION 9th March, 2012

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATES ATTENDING CONVOCATION

The Third Convocation for conferring degrees under Veterinary Science, Dairy Science & Fishery Science faculties will be held in the premises of College of Veterinary Science, Tirupati on 9th March, 2012 at 11.00 A.M. The following instructions are issued to the candidates for strict compliance.

No candidate will be admitted into the Convocation Hall without a valid admit card for admission.

Candidates must be present in the Convocation Hall at 10.30 A.M in the prescribed dress and academic robes. Candidates who do not wear academic robes and also after 10.30 AM will not be admitted into the Convocation Hall.

Prescribed Dress : Every Candidate shall wear a close collared white or Black Coat buttoned up the neck with trousers or dhoti without any headwear or in the alternative a lounge suit.

Note : Women candidates will wear their normal dress.

Scarf : Faculty of Veterinary Science :
: Measuring 52” x 39” x 44”

For UG holders – Light cream colour cloth with ultra marine blue border (Single line)
For PG Holders - Light cream colour cloth with ultra marine Blue Border (Double line)
For Ph.D Holders – Light cream colour cloth with ultra marine Blue Border (Triple line)

Faculty of Dairy Technology
For UG holders – Light cream colour cloth with Yellow border (Single line)
For PG Holders - Light cream colour cloth with Yellow border (Double line)

Faculty of Fishery Science
For UG holders – Light cream colour cloth with Sky blue border (Single line)
For PG Holders - Light cream colour cloth with Sky Blue border (Double line)

The scarf should be neatly worn round the neck like a scouts scarf.

The scarves will be supplied on hire basis with the following charges on 08-03-2012 from 10.00 A.M to 2.00 P.M. only, at the specific counter(s) opened for the purpose in the College of Veterinary Science, Tirupati.
Hire Charges:

Deposit for each scarf (Refundable) : Rs. 300/-
Hire charge for each scarf : Rs. 30/-

Candidates may please note that no private photographer shall be allowed in the Convocation Hall. The candidates desiring to have their photographs may contact the University Photographer who will arrange for taking photographs as desired by them.

If any candidate having applied to receive degree in-person and failed to attend the Convocation for receiving the degree in-person, he/she has to pay an additional amount of Rs.200/- through Money Order in favour of Registrar, SVVU, Tirupati or Bank Challan (Andhra Bank, Tirupati). The same may be sent duly requesting by indicating the I.D.No. & Course to the Registrar, SVVU, Tirupati – 517 502 for sending the Degree Certificate by Registered Post to the candidate’s address. If such a request is not received before the notification of next convocation, an additional amount for each year will be charged which may be ascertained from the University.

Sd/- P.SUDHAKARA REDDY
REGISTRAR